
Recommendations for economic reforms

Recommendations of civil society experts provided in working groups at the National Council for
Recovery of Ukraine

1.1.Effective use of limited budget funds now. In this regard, the decision of the Cabinet of
Ministers to return the mandatory conduct of public procurement for all state and local
authorities and enterprises is certainly the right step. At the same time, the rules and
procedures of public procurement and control over them should be clarified in accordance
with current circumstances, and information on procurement should be as open as possible
(usually for security reasons), because the secrecy of such information negatively affects the
efficiency of budget funds.

1.2.Effective use of funds in the postwar period. The government must develop clear
priorities and principles for the use of foreign partners' funds for the post-war reconstruction
of Ukraine. This will make the process of distribution and use of funds transparent and
understandable to society and our partners from abroad.

1.3.Effective use of international aid. At present, a number of state-created funds operate in
Ukraine to accumulate funds to finance various needs, related to the war in one way or
another. Operation requires greater transparency for society and philanthropists, and their
number needs to be optimized, taking into account the management of funds that foreign
partners plan to provide to Ukraine as part of the country's postwar reconstruction program.

1.4.Public participation in post-war reconstruction. Already at the stage of preparation of the
country's reconstruction plan it is necessary to provide mechanisms for active involvement
of civil society at all stages of development of clear priorities, principles of use of funds and
relevant action plans and control over their implementation.

1.5.Improving the efficiency of government. The experience of the country's functioning
during the war showed the urgent need to clarify the areas of responsibility of the central
government and local authorities in the management of socio-economic processes.

1.6.Education and science. The COVID-19 pandemic and Russian aggression have negatively
affected the quality of the educational process at all levels. At least in the medium term, the
so-called educational losses lead to a decrease in the income of the relevant categories of the
population and the loss of GDP compared to the potential levels of the relevant indicators.
Therefore, the scale of such educational losses should be estimated, and the Government
should implement a number of appropriate measures to minimize them.

1.7.Post-war reconstruction and strategic planning. Given the complexity and duration of
the postwar process, taking into account new political and economic realities, it is necessary



to streamline the process of strategic planning (development of concepts, strategies,
programs, etc.) at the national and regional levels by adopting special legislation.

1.8.Post-war reconstruction and budget process. With the emergence of the first security,
political and economic preconditions, Ukraine must return to the system of medium-term
budgeting. This will provide an opportunity to implement medium- and long-term projects.
Creating an effective system of balanced protection of the interests and rights of providers
and consumers of financial services

1.9.Development of financial markets in the postwar period. To this end, it is necessary to
continue the implementation of policies aimed at creating an effective system of balanced
protection of the interests and rights of providers and consumers of financial services.

1.10. Development of financial markets in the postwar period. The National Bank, in
cooperation with the Government, should actively develop tools for hedging currency and
financial risks, which can be used not only by private economic agents, but also by local
authorities and other beneficiaries who receive soft loans from international financial
institutions.

1.11. Banking system. It is necessary to finally regulate the status of state-owned banks
(including through their sale).

1.12. Monetary policy. If the relevant preconditions appear, the NBU should return to the
policy of inflation targeting, effective supervision of the banking sector and the non-banking
financial system.

1.13. Reconstruction of infrastructure. To do this, it is necessary to make extensive use of
the public-private partnership format, to continue the initiated PPP projects in road
construction and concession projects in ports, and to disseminate this experience for the
development of river and air infrastructure.

1.14. Reconstruction of infrastructure. Infrastructure should be developed as a "normal"
sector of the economy, and not as a tool to solve some individual socio-economic problems
at the expense of the industry.

1.15. Reconstruction of infrastructure. The implementation of individual infrastructure
projects should maximally contribute to the modernization of the entire transport complex
of Ukraine.

1.16. Fiscal policy in case of future large-scale emergencies. The COVID-19 pandemic and
Russian aggression have highlighted the need to develop special tools for mobilizing funds
at the national and local levels and to develop a policy of forming reserves taking into
account past "good" experience and current military and economic realities.

1.17. Reconstruction and raising funds. Attracting funds from private investors requires the
creation of a system of insurance of various economic and political risks, the tools of which



could be used by private foreign and national investors, local authorities and other
participants in the reconstruction process.

1.18. Debt policy. Given the scale of the current "military" and future reconstruction funding,
Ukraine needs to develop a new public debt management policy.

1.19. Construction. In order to promptly respond to current challenges due to the need to
quickly rebuild destroyed infrastructure, housing, etc., the Government has allowed martial
law to quickly develop building norms and make changes to them. At the same time,
post-war reconstruction will require updating the construction market regulation system,
which would effectively balance the interests of all its participants (community, developers,
consumers of construction services, investors, etc.) and adequate control over compliance
with relevant rules and procedures.

1.20. Effective use of funds in the recovery process. In order to minimize the potential for
financial misuse and inefficient use of funds (including international assistance), it is
necessary to ensure maximum transparency in the process of using funds, using in particular
the capabilities of the Prozorro system.
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